
Design, Engineer, Construct! Level 2:
Unit 2 - Developing a sustainable construction
2.1 The candidate will be able to develop feasible 
proposals from needs analysis.
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1. 3 initial ideas using Google Sketch Up (Link annotations to your Brief/ Vision/ Success Criteria):

.

Unit 2 - Developing a sustainable construction 
1. The candidate will be able to develop feasible proposals from 
needs analysis.

1.1 Prepare concept diagrams to describe and 
communicate ideas.

Which is the best initial idea and why:

I believe the first initial idea is the best one since the overall the design is a great                                     
quality and the concept around it especially with the surrounding area fitting in                                
with the Manchester theme of Salford Keys.  

I have created this building as it has quite a 
nice modern look to it and the building 
reminds me of some of the Salford Keys 
buildings located in Manchester (located 
left), it’s also an excellent build for rainfall 
since it would pour off the building therefore 
causing less rust on the top meaning the 
building would last longer

The reason I have designed this peculiar 
building is because there is none other like it 
that I have seen giving it the special quality of 
being different. Another reason is that I have a 
walkway in my building so the round circular 
walkway shape is an initial design to my 
building as well.

Now, this design is in fact my building (Not drawn 
accurately), Google sketch up has allowed me to access 
more ideas of the pattern and design of my building, in 
fact in the long run I am defiantly going to be changing 
the roofing to a more sophisticated shape which will 
give it a more appealing look.



2. Begin to develop your best idea using sketches or models. Remember to link this to your success 
criteria:

.

Unit 2 - Developing a sustainable construction 
1. The candidate will be able to develop feasible proposals from 
needs analysis.

1.1 Prepare concept diagrams to describe and 
communicate ideas.

What is different and interesting about your idea:
The difference of my building to others around Manchester is that it only has a                              
what I like to call ‘First Street design’ which is the concept of sticking with the                               
surrounding building themes around my street which makes my building remarka-
ble from the rest, the interesting stuff lies within 



1.  Feasibility Study:
.

Unit 2 - Developing a sustainable construction 
1. The candidate will be able to develop feasible proposals from 
needs analysis.

1.2 Present the quality of the proposal to a client

Assess your Idea on the following and present this to the client:

I think the end users will be pleased with the outcome of my building since it offers a variety 
of new jobs and also allows a new Gym, Café and indoor sports activities. I have designed 
my building in a square styled outlet as the basketball court and football pitch have to be 
square so I kept with the square theme, however there is other varieties such as the Gym 
which has an circular arc. I’ve designed it like this to get as much space as possible out of 
each one which has gone quite effectively 



1.  Evidence of Presentation (PP Slides/ Photographs/ Video):
.

Unit 2 - Developing a sustainable construction 
1. The candidate will be able to develop feasible proposals from 
needs analysis.

1.2 Present the quality of the proposal to a client

Feedback from Client:

Evening Jack, we are very pleased with the information you provided and we are offering you                             
a place with the company, your presentation has impressed many staff members and we                                       
are happy to take along your building with out team, the small qualities which add up to                                     
make the building a huge success, we’re really interested in investing, thank you for your                                   
time and dedication into the slide.



1. Development of Model: Week 1

In this image we can see that                                                                                   .                                                         
I have just created the building                                                                                             
which just includes the wall and roof. 

Unit 2 - Developing a sustainable construction 
1. The candidate will be able to develop feasible proposals from 
needs analysis.

1.3 communicate the concept design to the project 
team.

Weekly Report:

What problems did I encounter? I encountered problems with managing Revit as I did not know the 
program that well.

How and when did I find them? I found them while constructing the building. 

How did I ensure any problems were communicated? I did a trial and error session to get use to the 
software.

What actions did I take? Trial and error. 

Who did I communicate this to? (Specialist roles) I communicated this to myself.

What discussions did I have? Was the discussion useful? Did I take any advice?
It was useful as I am now quite okay with Revit. I discussed it in my head and some to Sir which was 
addressed over.

What impact will my actions have on my project being delivered to the brief, 
on time and within budget?

There was a slight time issue but in the end I think I managed it well.



1. Development of Model: Week 2.

In this image we can see that I have                                                                                         
added stairs to my project and also                                                                                          
a second floor level.

Unit 2 - Developing a sustainable construction 
1. The candidate will be able to develop feasible proposals from 
needs analysis.

1.3 communicate the concept design to the project 
team.

Weekly Report:

What problems did I encounter? I encountered a wall problem and also a Revit crash issue 
which slowed down my build time.

How and when did I find them? I found them in lesson during the building stage.

How did I ensure any problems were communicated? I moved to a new computer.

What actions did I take? Moved places.

Who did I communicate this to? (Specialist roles) I communicated it to the teacher. 

What discussions did I have? Was the discussion useful? Did I take any advice? I had a 
discussion with sir which was useful as it helped me progress.

What impact will my actions have on my project being delivered to the brief, on time and 
within budget? There was not much impact.



1. Development of Model: Week 3.

Unit 2 - Developing a sustainable construction 
1. The candidate will be able to develop feasible proposals from 
needs analysis.

1.3 communicate the concept design to the project 
team.

Weekly Report:

What problems did I encounter? I encountered a homework problem since my computer 
was very slow and couldn't load anything which set me back in work.
How and when did I find them? I found them when I was at home.
How did I ensure any problems were communicated? Well, I'm going to use a different 
computer at home which will work so then I complete my work in my own time and get the 
school work done at school.
What actions did I take? I will use a different computer to get my work done.
Who did I communicate this to? (Specialist roles), I communicated it to the teacher and I 
will complete work after school.
What discussions did I have? Was the discussion useful? Did I take any advice? I have had 
discussions with the teacher to complete work after school and I didn't get any advice but I 
know what I am doing.
What impact will my actions have on my project being delivered to the brief, on time within 
budget? It will slightly set me back but nothing too damaging to my work time.

In this image we see
that the roof has been
added along with a 
Reception. 



1. Development of Model: Week 4.

Unit 2 - Developing a sustainable construction 
1. The candidate will be able to develop feasible proposals from 
needs analysis.

1.3 communicate the concept design to the project 
team.

Weekly Report:

Today I have almost completed my stairs and elevators, I just need to get some tips online 
to insert and place my elevator, other than that my stairs are complete.
What problems did I encounter? I am having issues with the elevator.
How and when did I find them? I found them this week during lesson
How did I ensure any problems were communicated? I am going online for tips to fix them.
What actions did I take? The internet.
Who did I communicate this to? (Specialist roles), Myself.
What discussions did I have? Was the discussion useful? Did I take any advice? I have had no 
discussions but seen some online regarding them
What impact will my actions have on my project being delivered to the brief, on time within 
budget? It will bring a short time reduction but nothing.

In these two photographs we can clearly 
see that stairs and literally one lesson later 
the elevator would be fitted in, we also see 
the development of furniture. 



1. Development of Model: Week 5

No image found so just inserted the text.

04/05/2016 I have been expanding the building since I realised the measurements are 
incorrect so I have been adjusting the size, I have also added more furniture to the 
building allowing for more view of the finalised project, I will be moving the furniture 
around as I progress, windows have also been added and a ceiling plan is in place which 
will allow me to add lighting to the rooms, the ceilings will not apply to the sports rooms 
since they need large amounts of space. I will also be adding multiple elevators to the 
building..

Unit 2 - Developing a sustainable construction 
1. The candidate will be able to develop feasible proposals from 
needs analysis.

1.3 communicate the concept design to the project 
team.

Weekly Report:

This week I have been working on the car park, furniture and interior.
What problems did I encounter? I encountered a Revit city problem.
How and when did I find them? I found them when trying to add a model to Revit
How did I ensure any problems were communicated? I managed to correct mistakes and 
sort the problem.
What actions did I take? I spent time trying to fix it and researching it on the internet.
Who did I communicate this to? (Specialist roles), Myself.
What discussions did I have? Was the discussion useful? Did I take any advice? I didn't have 
any discussions.
What impact will my actions have on my project being delivered to the brief, on time within 
budget? Yes.



1. Development of Model: Week 6.

15/05/2016 I have been working more on the interior of the building which is the sports 
area and the gym, I have also been making my last adjustments to the expansion which 
will now bet settled. My walkway is also completed on the reception and a column has 
been added there to support it. Some more furniture has been added to the ground floor, 
the furniture in the reception is now complete I will begin on the other areas in the 
following weeks.

Unit 2 - Developing a sustainable construction 
1. The candidate will be able to develop feasible proposals from 
needs analysis.

1.3 communicate the concept design to the project 
team.

Weekly Report:

This week I have been working on my building again extending it and adding a walkway in 
the building which I think will be a cool aspect for my building. I have also been working on 
the site plan which I have completed, I am pleased with the site plan that I have produced.
What problems did I encounter? I didn't really have any problems this week.
How and when did I find them? None.
How did I ensure any problems were communicated? None.
What actions did I take? None.
Who did I communicate this to? (Specialist roles), No-one.
What discussions did I have? Was the discussion useful? Did I take any advice? I didn't have 
any discussions.
What impact will my actions have on my project being delivered to the brief, on time within 
budget? Yes.



1. Development of Model: Week 7.

01/06/2016 This week I have added the indoor football pitch and the basketball court and 
have made some adjustments to the building itself, I have increased the building slightly 
and hopefully it will keep inside the build able zone. Some more furniture has also been 
added to give me a visual view on where it should be placed within the building facility. I 
have also completed a diagram of where all my electrical, water and heat will go in my 
building, you will find this to the right.

Unit 2 - Developing a sustainable construction 
1. The candidate will be able to develop feasible proposals from 
needs analysis.

1.3 communicate the concept design to the project 
team.

Weekly Report:

This week I have been working on more of my Revit model trying to figure out the lengths 
and measurements of the furniture of my establishment
What problems did I encounter? I didn't really have any problems this week.
How and when did I find them? None.
How did I ensure any problems were communicated? None.
What actions did I take? None.
Who did I communicate this to? (Specialist roles), No-one.
What discussions did I have? Was the discussion useful? Did I take any advice? I didn't have 
any discussions.
What impact will my actions have on my project being delivered to the brief, on time within 
budget? Yes.



1. Development of Model: Week 8.

Unit 2 - Developing a sustainable construction 
1. The candidate will be able to develop feasible proposals from 
needs analysis.

1.3 communicate the concept design to the project 
team.

Weekly Report:

What problems did I encounter? I encountered a roof problem which then had to be changed to a slanted 
roof.

How and when did I find them? I found them this week during my Revit model build,

How did I ensure any problems were communicated? I deleted the previous roof then added another. 

What actions did I take? Deleted the above and tried restoring earlier version which didn’t work.

Who did I communicate this to? (Specialist roles) Myself and partly Sir so he could identify the issue which 
couldn’t be resolved until he made a new one. 

What discussions did I have? Was the discussion useful? Did I take any advice?
We didn’t really have a  discussion. 

What impact will my actions have on my project being delivered to the brief,
on time and within budget? It was completed under 10mins which meant that no time had 

been lost. 



1. In the table below list any targets relating to the key areas including where your products and materials 
will come from for your building. Remember to think sustainably. Key Areas
Materials

Unit 2 - Developing a sustainable construction 
1. The candidate will be able to develop feasible proposals from 
needs analysis.

1.4  Identify procurement options related to key 
elements of the project.

2. What is Procurement?
The action of obtaining or procuring something.

3. Why is it so important to consider the social, economic and environmental consequences?
All these three consequences help determine the successfulness of the building.   

Key Areas Targets could relate to:
What should you consider relating to the procurement of Materials?
What should you consider relating to the procurement of Utilities
(water/ gas/electricity)?
What should you consider relating to the procurement of Services
(waste/ food/ internet etc)?

Consumption and 
Production

I’ll have a neutral consumption rate as I’ll be using a lot of task lighting but 
also a neutral amount of natural lighting which means I will not overhaul on 
expenses for energy costs, I’ll also be producing energy through solar panels 
and water systems. 

Climate and Energy Manchester is located in quite a cold climate, even at some parts of summer, 
that is why I’ll have a big focus on the amount of rain water which flows from 
the building which produces energy.  

Protecting Natural 
Resources
(tree’s, rivers, green 
areas, wildlife etc)

In my area of land there are several buildings which are no longer in use, 
there’s no habitats which are being destroyed so from my point of view it’s all 
good protecting natural resources. 

Improving the 
community
(Jobs, opportunities, 
facilities etc)

To increase the work standards of my employees in the building, for example 
we need natural light so it releases a chemical in the brain allowing a positive 
mood.


